In 1763 to remind you that the articles belonging to myself and brother, and claimed by us, whilst last at your house, have not been forwarded to me. I trust, in that gentlemanlike spirit of yours has not been put in execution, namely of putting them behind the fire. I now request as early a forwardance of the same as is in your power, under the idea that your wife is still the holder of these. I cannot help feeling most acutely the injustice and dishonest manner of proceeding of her. She looks to myself and brother for payment of her father's debts and brother and sister in law to whom we are what she knows and acknowledgements is ours. Hoping that further and application in other forms will not be required. I am,

John E. Hayman

I am surprised by the length of time elapsed since last letter to your mind, that some of the few articles belonging to myself and brother may not be remembered. They are

Two miniature pictures, a foreign landscape (work) in gold.

F. Neumann account of an Indian China hunk bowls, small box. Tobacco filter, & c. Quantity of slate abducts from the Rock of M. & T. William and Mrs. E. also a nearly new saddle & bridle.
Copy to J. T. Hayman,
London.